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Abstract
Past research on the relationship between power-sharing arrangements and the recurrence of
civil conflict has primarily analyzed the promises of power-sharing stipulated in peace agreements.
What happens afterwards, however, has not yet been sufficiently explored. This represents a
major research gap, as the actual practices of power-sharing in post-conflict countries are likely to
be influential in the possibility of civil conflict recurring. To address this shortcoming, we present a
new global dataset on the promises and practices of power-sharing between the government of a
state and former rebels in post-conflict countries. The collected data captures if, when and how
power-sharing institutions have been promised and/or put into place, and whether they have sub-
sequently been modified or abolished. The dataset encompasses every peace agreement signed
after the cessation of a civil conflict in the years between 1989 and 2006, and covers a five-year
period after the signature of each of these agreements (unless violence recurred earlier). The unit
of analysis is the government–rebel dyad during the post-conflict period and data is recorded in
an event data format. A first analysis of the Power-Sharing Event Dataset (PSED) reveals that the
effects of the promises of power-sharing on civil conflict recurrence follow a different logic than
the effects of their practices. This finding emphasizes the necessity for in-depth analyses of post-
conflict situations for which the PSED provides the necessary data.
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Introduction

Do power-sharing arrangements lead to durable peace? In the last decade several studies
have empirically analyzed the effects of power-sharing provisions negotiated in settlements
on peace. The data employed in these studies, however, often only captures the promises of
power-sharing agreements and not the actual practices of power-sharing in post-conflict
countries. Our knowledge about the actual occurrence of power-sharing and, following from
this, our insights about the impact of power-sharing arrangements on the recurrence of civil
conflicts are, therefore, still limited.2 To address this research gap, we present the innovative
Power-Sharing Event Dataset (PSED) that systematically collects information on the pro-
mises and practices of power-sharing between governments and rebels in an event data for-
mat for a five-year period after the conclusion of a peace agreement (unless violence recurred
earlier). The main features of this dataset are the specific focus on government–rebel dyads
during post-conflict periods, an exact temporal mapping of implemented or abolished
power-sharing events and detailed descriptions for each power-sharing arrangement put into
practice.

In the next section we discuss the theoretical impetus behind the compilation of this data-
set. The third section describes the key concepts, dataset structure and data collection proce-
dures employed in the PSED. The fourth section presents descriptive statistics as well as
regional and temporal patterns of power-sharing in 41 post-conflict countries. In the penulti-
mate section we demonstrate the utility of the PSED with a first statistical analysis of the
effect of promises of power-sharing and their implementation on civil conflict recurrence.
The final section concludes the article.

Why a new dataset?

There is no unanimous scholarly definition of what power-sharing actually is (Binningsbø,
2013). In some studies power-sharing is narrowly understood as the inclusion of the political
opposition in joint national governments (Walter, 2002). Others, in contrast, follow
Lijphart’s (1969) concept of consociational democracy and focus on a wide variety of politi-
cal, economic and territorial arrangements of power-sharing in divided societies (Norris,
2008). Some focus exclusively on short-term measures of conflict resolution in post-conflict
countries (Glassmyer and Sambanis, 2008). Others regard power-sharing as a long-term
approach toward reconciliation of diverse interests in societies (Roeder and Rothchild,
2005). While all of these different approaches towards the phenomenon of power-sharing
undoubtedly have their merits, scholarly research needs to focus on one understanding of
this phenomenon at a time in order to incrementally move forward our body of knowledge
on power-sharing writ large. In the remainder of this article, we therefore focus on power-
sharing understood as any arrangement between the government of a state and rebel groups
that gives guarantees to each party regarding the use of state power. This definition of
power-sharing is informed by our interest in exploring the use of power-sharing as a tool of
conflict resolution in post-conflict countries.

However, even when resting on the basis of such a common understanding, scholars have
not yet been able to reach a consensus on the question whether power-sharing ultimately ful-
fils its promise (Binningsbø, 2013). Some scholars, for example, argue that power-sharing
has negative effects on peace (e.g. Jarstad and Sisk, 2008; Mehler, 2009; Rothchild and
Roeder, 2005; Tull and Mehler, 2005). This reasoning rests on the fact that power-sharing
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often primarily focuses on the interests and needs of those persons and groups that started
the civil conflict in the first place. Power-sharing then provides incentives for these elites to
threaten a return to violence in order to extort even more concessions (Rothchild and
Roeder, 2005). Alternatively, concessions to rebel elites might induce other elites and their
armed groups excluded from a peace agreement to begin or increase their opposition to a
government in the hope of receiving comparable concessions (Mehler, 2009; Tull and
Mehler, 2005). Moreover, power-sharing often sets up an institutional framework that con-
solidates group identities and perpetuates antagonistic relationships and zero-sum situations
between these groups. In the long term, post-conflict power-sharing might therefore sow the
seed for future civil conflicts.

In contrast, a second body of research suggests that power-sharing has indeed a pacifying
effect in post-conflict countries. Even within this strand of research, however, there is still
surprisingly little systematic empirical evidence on the prospects of post-conflict power-
sharing. Distinguishing between political, territorial, military and economic forms of power-
sharing, for example, Hartzell and Hoddie (2007) expect all four dimensions to be important
for securing peace. Specifically, they find that, the higher the ‘settlement institutionalization’
is—that is, the more types of power-sharing are included in a peace agreement—the higher
is the likelihood that peace will prevail. This ‘the more, the better’ hypothesis, however, has
only received partial support in other studies. Walter (2002) for one suspects that groups are
likely to be particularly concerned with executive power because a politically powerful and
popular leader will have relatively few constraints on behaviour. Jarstad and Nilsson (2008),
however, disagree based on the hypothesis that military and territorial power-sharing
involves higher logistical, economic and immaterial costs than do political pacts, which
makes them more suitable to function as a ‘costly signal’.

Analyzing the effects of each of these power-sharing dimensions on its own, some studies
find evidence for a positive relationship between political power-sharing and durable peace.
Binningsbø (2006) reports that the existence of a ‘grand coalition’ has a significant positive
impact on post-conflict peace duration. Mattes and Savun (2009) argue that, in particular,
political power-sharing (defined as a representative electoral system, distribution of cabinet
portfolios and integration of rebels into civil services) reduces combatants’ fears that the
other side will take up arms again. Similarly, Cammett and Malesky (2012) find that closed-
list proportional representation systems have a significant positive impact on peace duration.
Other studies, in contrast, conclude that political pacts do not exercise a positive influence
on post-conflict peace duration (DeRouen et al., 2010; Jarstad and Nilsson, 2008). In an
again somewhat different vain, Mukherjee (2006) finds that promises of political power-
sharing after civil conflicts ending in military stalemates do not make peace more likely to
last, whereas the reverse is true for power-sharing after military victories.

Regarding military power-sharing, Hoddie and Hartzell (2005), DeRouen et al. (2010)
and Jarstad and Nilsson (2008) report a positive relationship between military power-sharing
and post-conflict peace duration. Both Walter (2002) and Glassmyer and Sambanis (2008),
however, find no evidence for such association. In particular, the latter’s in-depth analysis of
rebel–military integration agreements concludes that the military integration of rebels has no
significant effect on peace duration.

According to the few studies with such a focus, economic post-conflict power-sharing also
appears not to have an impact on peace duration. Hartzell and Hoddie (2007) as well as
Mattes and Savun (2009) find no statistically significant positive effect of economic power-
sharing on post-conflict peace duration. Employing a broad definition of power-sharing,
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Binningsbø and Rustad (2012) collected new data on resource wealth redistribution, alloca-
tion of decision-making power over natural resources and land reforms in order to explore
the effect of economic power-sharing on post-conflict peace. However, they also do not find
a statistically significant positive impact of any of these three forms of economic power-
sharing sharing on post-conflict peace duration.

Finally, the findings concerning the effects of territorial power-sharing are also contradic-
tory. Hoddie and Hartzell (2005), Walter (2002), Jarstad and Nilsson (2008) and DeRouen
et al. (2009) provide evidence for a positive statistical relationship between territorial power-
sharing and durable peace, while Binningsbø (2006) and Pearson et al. (2006) find no signifi-
cant association. Lake and Rothchild (2005) come to the conclusion that political instability
and conflict are an almost certain consequence of territorial power-sharing.

Taken together, the actual effect of post-conflict power-sharing on the recurrence of inter-
nal armed conflict remains unclear. It might have a destructive effect on post-conflict peace,
it might have a pacifying effect or it might not have any effect at all. Especially with regard
to statistical research, we argue that one reason preventing the emergence of a consensus on
this question is a widely varying understanding of power-sharing and, following from that,
an inconsistent application of bargaining theory as the dominant theoretical framework to
empirical research designs.

Bringing an end to protracted civil conflict is a difficult business. Even if conflict parties
have agreed to come to the bargaining table, it is a formidable challenge to convince both
sides to permanently lay down their arms and continue their political competition with
peaceful means. At the core of this challenge lies the ‘security dilemma’ (Snyder and Jervis,
1999). Even though the combatants may in principle become more secure by disarming, each
party fears the defection of the others. Walter’s (2002) ‘credible commitment theory’ there-
fore posits that combatants will walk away from the negotiating table as long they believe
that a settlement could leave them permanently excluded from political power and expose
them to continued abuse. Power-sharing, it is argued, helps to overcome this security
dilemma (Hartzell and Hoddie, 2007; Walter, 2002). Power-sharing provisions in a peace
agreement can prevent a recurrence to armed conflict—as they allow both conflict parties to
credibly commit to the negotiated settlement and demonstrate their continuing loyalty to
the peace process. That is, there is a direct link between the involved conflict actors, power-
sharing and civil conflict recurrence. Peace agreements are negotiated and agreed upon
between representatives of the government and rebel leaders, which ultimately means that
these actors commit only themselves to the settlement.

However, the data used to measure power-sharing as a means of credible commitments
of governments and rebels in post-conflict countries is frequently built upon very different
understandings of power-sharing. Some scholars include measures capturing power-sharing
provisions simultaneously aimed at rebel movements and ethnic groups alike. Hoddie and
Hartzell (2005) and Mattes and Savun (2009), for example, include in their ‘political power-
sharing’ variables a combination of actor-level factors such as proportional representation
by rebels in the national government and group-level provisions such as electoral propor-
tional representation for societal groups. Others, like Cammett and Malesky (2012), focus
almost exclusively on group-level provisions in order to analyze the commitment of conflict
actors to the peace deal. These operationalizations become problematic if more than one
rebel group claims to represent a societal group, if only the interests of a rebel group are sat-
isfied while the grievances of the societal group are not considered, or when only the inter-
ests of the societal group is considered while the interests of the rebels are disregarded.
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Moreover, many large-N studies have confined themselves to analyzing the effects of
power-sharing promises, that is, the mere inclusion of power-sharing provisions in a peace
agreement (e.g. DeRouen et al., 2010; Mukherjee, 2006; Pearson et al., 2006). If the govern-
ment and rebels agree on an integrated national army in a peace agreement, for example,
this mere promise of military power-sharing is often implicitly equated with the eventual
implementation of it. It might well be the case, however, that the government and rebels
never follow up these words with actual deeds—large-N research on power-sharing in post-
conflict countries needs to account for this possibility. After all, the failure to implement
credible commitments robs them of their credibility.

So far, only a few studies have explicitly investigated how the implementation of power-
sharing agreements affects durable peace (Hartzell and Hoddie, 2007; Hoddie and Hartzell,
2003; Jarstad and Nilsson, 2008). While Hoddie and Hartzell’s studies can only utilize a
small sample on implemented military power-sharing arrangements, Jarstad and Nilsson
(2008) have constructed a larger dataset addressing this lacuna in past research. Their
Implementation of Pacts (IMPACT) dataset, however, still lacks an explicit focus on conflict
actors and disregards important temporal information. For example, while they do note
whether or not power-sharing in either the political, military and/or territorial dimensions
has been implemented at the end of the five-year periods, they do not capture which rebel
group exactly benefitted from it and when exactly these power-sharing institutions were
introduced (or later abolished).3

In light of this discussion, we conclude that statistical research needs to be more aware of
the theoretical and empirical consequences of different conceptualizations of power-sharing.
One way to address this in future research is the use of clearly conceptualized and disaggre-
gated data on particular types of post-conflict power-sharing. Such data has the potential to
provide us with new insights into post-conflict power-sharing complementing past research
in this field. To this end, we present the PSED. This new data collection is tailored to expli-
citly test the assumptions of bargaining and credible commitment theory. Among its key fea-
tures are an exclusive focus on the conflict actors, detailed and disaggregated information on
power-sharing arrangements and a detailed temporal mapping of the promises and practices
of power-sharing.

Measuring power-sharing in post-conflict countries

The PSED universe of cases encompasses all peace agreements ending a civil conflict between
the government of a state and one or more rebel groups signed between 1989 and 2006. For
each of these peace agreements, we collected data on power-sharing between government
and rebels taking place at any point within a five-year post-conflict period. If armed combat
between government and rebels recurred within this five-year post-conflict period, we used
the date of civil conflict recurrence as the end point for our data collection.4 This operationa-
lization of a post-conflict period is motivated by our general research interest to understand
the effect of power-sharing between government and rebels on the probability that a civil
conflict between these actors recurs. The focus on the first five years of a post-conflict period
has been established as common threshold in past research on post-conflict power-sharing
(e.g. Hartzell and Hoddie, 2007; Jarstad and Nilsson, 2008; Walter, 1999).

To define and operationalize the concepts of ‘civil conflict’, ‘peace agreement’ and ‘civil
conflict recurrence’, we relied on the definitions developed by the Uppsala Conflict Data
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Program (UCDP) for its armed conflicts datasets (Gleditsch et al., 2002; Harbom et al.,
2008). Statistical analyses using the PSED are therefore compatible with one of the major
data collections in the field of conflict research. This ensures the comparability of empirical
findings based on the PSED with the large and continuously growing body of research using
UCDP data. It also allows researchers to integrate the PSED in novel ways with other data
collections using the UCDP definitions and concepts.5 The downside of this compatibility,
however, is that criticisms regarding UCDP’s definition of what constitutes an ‘internal
armed conflict’ and its deliberate focus on a low-battle-deaths inclusion criterion for its data
collections also apply to the PSED (e.g. Gates and Strand, 2004).6

In the remainder of this section, we will define and operationalize the concept of post-
conflict power-sharing, present the PSED data structure and data sources and discuss possi-
ble limitations of our data collection.

Definition of power-sharing

We define power-sharing as any arrangement between the government of a state and a rebel
group that promises to establish institutions that mandate joint control of power at the
national level of government. Reflecting Hartzell and Hoddie’s (2007: 28–38) four-part
typology of power-sharing arrangements, we also differentiate between power-sharing in the
political, military, economic and territorial dimensions of power.

With this definition, we clearly locate power-sharing at the level of government and rebel
groups actors. In turn, this means that we exclude power-sharing arrangements that aim at
rebel groups that have not signed the peace agreement or that aim exclusively at societal
groups such as, for example, ethnic or religious groups.7 While this definition admittedly
reflects a restrictive understanding of power-sharing, we argue that an exclusive focus on
power-sharing between the parties to a peace agreement is better suited to testing existing
actor-centric theories of post-conflict power-sharing.

Power-sharing defined in such a way plays a twofold role in post-conflict situations.
First, it is important what promises of power-sharing the government of a state has given to
rebel groups at the bargaining table at the very end of a civil conflict. The role of these pro-
mises of power-sharing is to assure the conflict parties that they intend to keep the peace.
Second, the actual practices of power-sharing between government and rebels taking place
in the aftermath of the conflict are important. The practices of power-sharing in the post-
conflict context refer to the actual implementation (or non-implementation) of promises of
power-sharing. This concept of the practices of power-sharing can also be decoupled from
the promises of power-sharing. Quite frequently, governments and rebels do not agree on
particular promises of power-sharing but nevertheless practice power-sharing in the post-
conflict period.8

Data structure

The unit of analysis in our data collection is the government–rebel dyad during the post-
conflict period, that is, the pair of warring parties in a civil conflict that have signed a peace
agreement. In multiparty conflicts, peace agreements often contain more than one
government–rebel dyad. The use of the government–rebel dyad as a unit of analysis then dis-
aggregates these peace agreements and treats the relationship between the government side
and each of the rebel group signatories separately.9
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Within each government–rebel dyad, the PSED contains data on the promises and prac-
tices of power-sharing. Regarding the former, we have coded for each dyad what kind of
power-sharing has been promised by the government of a state to the rebel group. As the
content of a signed peace agreement will not change during the post-conflict period, our
information on the promises of power-sharing is time-invariant.10

Turning to the practices of power-sharing, the PSED includes information on the occur-
rence of power-sharing within a government–rebel dyad at any given time during the five-
year post-conflict period, unless violence recurs earlier. This information is coded in an event
data format. In line with our definition of power-sharing presented above, we understand a
power-sharing event as the introduction or abolishment of a power-sharing arrangement
between the government of a state and a rebel group at any point during the five-year post-
conflict period studied. We also amended each power-sharing event with detailed informa-
tion on time, type, actors involved, event description and raw data. By doing this, we provide
the users of our dataset with additional information that can be used to further disaggregate
our event types or to construct new event types. Moreover, the additional information will
also encourage the use of our dataset for qualitative comparisons of a small number of cases.

Our data on the practices of power-sharing is not restricted only to those instances of power-
sharing that implement promises of power-sharing made at the bargaining table at the end of
the conflict. Rather, we include every instance of power-sharing between government and rebels
taking place in the aftermath of a civil conflict. This separation of the general concept of post-
conflict power-sharing from the question of promises of power-sharing and their subsequent
implementation allows a more flexible use of the PSED. While our data on post-conflict power-
sharing can be easily restricted using information on the promises of power-sharing, our defini-
tion of power-sharing as power-sharing practices allows the PSED to be used to answer a wider
set of questions regarding the occurrence and effect of post-conflict power-sharing.

Table 1 illustrates the resulting data structure of the PSED. In this simplified data struc-
ture, data on three government–rebel dyads is displayed. The first dyad is the only
government–rebel pair that has signed a peace agreement. The next two dyads are both
party to the same peace agreement. In the PSED, we collect data on the promises and prac-
tices of power-sharing for each of these two dyads separately. By examining the columns
containing the power-sharing variables in Table 1, one can see how the setup of our data
collection allows differentiation between the promises and practices of power-sharing
between different government–rebel dyads.

In our simple example, the rebels of ‘Dyad A’ were promised economic and territorial
power-sharing arrangements. The column displaying the actual practices of power-sharing,
however, shows that only economic power-sharing has been implemented. The rebels have
never received any territorial power but instead are part of a political power-sharing arrange-
ment. Such deviations from the original peace deal are actually quite common in post-
conflict situations. The stylized example of Table 1 partly reflects what happened between
the government of Djibouti and the Front for the Restoration of Unity and Democracy.
While they were promised territorial decentralization in the 1994 peace deal, this promise
was never put into practice. Instead, one could observe that leaders of the former rebels were
given seats in the national government. If one only examined whether the provisions of the
1994 peace deal were implemented, only the absence of the territorial power-sharing would
be noted while the information on political power-sharing would be lost.

The two remaining government–rebel dyads in Table 1, ‘Dyad B’ and ‘Dyad C’, are both
part of the same peace deal, a ‘Comprehensive Peace Agreement’. An example of such a
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multiparty peace deal is the Final Act of the Inter-Congolese Political Negotiations signed
in the Democratic Republic of Congo in 2003. It was signed between the government and
the rebel groups Congolese Rally for Democracy (RCD), its splinter group RCD-ML and
the Movement for the Liberation of Congo (MLC). Our example in Table 1 shows that the
rebel groups of ‘Dyad B’ and ‘Dyad C’ received very different promises of power-sharing.
The former received political and military concessions whereas the latter only received politi-
cal promises. The disparities between both rebel groups continued in the post-conflict
period. As promised, ‘Dyad B’ practiced political and military power-sharing. Moving
beyond the original agreement, it also established an economic power-sharing arrangement.
The information in the event data column also shows that all these agreements were imple-
mented relatively quickly. The rebel group of ‘Dyad C’, however, only became part of a
political power-sharing arrangement. One can see that it had to wait longer to see the imple-
mentation of this power-sharing to happen. Again, this stylized example partly reflects
actual events in a post-conflict situation. After the previously mentioned peace agreement in
the Democratic Republic of Congo, the RCD took over substantially more cabinet positions
and leadership positions in the national army than either the MLC or RCD-ML did. Our
data collection provides a detailed mapping of the differences in this and other post-conflict
situations and therefore allows analysis of how differences between rebel signatories to the
same peace deal affect the post-conflict situation overall.

Data sources

We collected data on the promises and practices of power-sharing for each government–
rebel dyad that had signed a peace agreement between 1989 and 2006. Regarding the

Table 1. Illustration of the PSED data structure

Power-sharing variables

ID Peace agreement Government–
rebel dyad

Promise Practice Event date

1 Memorandum of
Understanding

Dyad A Economic and territorial Economic 01-Jan-1994

1 Memorandum of
Understanding

Dyad A Economic and territorial Economic 15-Mar-1994

1 Memorandum of
Understanding

Dyad A Economic and territorial Political 30-Jun-1995

2 Comprehensive Peace
Agreement

Dyad B Political and military Military 15-Apr-2000

2 Comprehensive Peace
Agreement

Dyad B Political and military Political 15-May-2000

2 Comprehensive Peace
Agreement

Dyad B Political and military Economic 30-Mar-2001

3 Comprehensive Peace
Agreement

Dyad C Political Political 15-Apr-2002

3 Comprehensive Peace
Agreement

Dyad C Political Political 15-May-2003

3 Comprehensive Peace
Agreement

Dyad C Political Political 30-Aug-2004
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promises of power-sharing, we used the official documents of the peace agreements for our
coding. These documents were downloaded from the UCDP Conflict Encyclopedia
(Uppsala Conflict Data Program, 2013). Any additional official documents were obtained
with web searches. If some of the missing documents could not be retrieved, we relied on
secondary literature to capture the content of the respective peace agreements.

The primary source of information for the practices of power-sharing was the country
reports of the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU). These reports are published for every
country on at least a quarterly basis, and provide an up-to-date overview of national level
political events. When the information on possible events given by EIU reports did not per-
mit a proper coding, we conducted follow-up searches using the Africa Research Bulletin,
Africa Yearbook, CIA World Leaders Database, Integrated Regional Information
Networks, LexisNexis, Statesman’s Yearbook and the PARLINE database of the Inter-
Parliamentary Union. The initial coding of the PSED events was conducted by research
assistants and then checked and further processed by the principal investigators to ensure
the reliability and quality of the data obtained.

Data limitations

Our detailed data collection on the promises and practices of power-sharing made between
government and rebels allows in-depth analyses of the post-conflict interactions of these
actors. Naturally, however, this exclusive focus precludes the use of the PSED for alternative
research objectives.

To begin with, the PSED does not include data on power-sharing that has evolved out of
situations not captured by the UCDP definition of civil conflict. Examples include the elec-
toral violence and subsequent power-sharing arrangements in Kenya and Zimbabwe in 2008.
The main reason for excluding these instances of electoral conflict and power-sharing is our
understanding of civil conflicts and post-conflict situations as unique contexts. The existence
of non-state, militarily organized groups and the political, social and economic legacies of
protracted armed conflict simply require different power-sharing arrangements than power-
sharing arrangements resulting from disputed elections. At the same time, the use of the—
relatively low—UCDP threshold for civil conflicts of 25 battle-related deaths guarantees that
we still capture the wide variety of low-scale armed conflicts present in the post-Cold War
world.

Second, we only capture the promises and practices of power-sharing that occur between
the government and those rebel groups that have signed a peace agreement. This means
that we disregard the promises and practices of power-sharing between the government and
societal groups such as, for example, ethnic or religious groups. The main rationale motivat-
ing this restriction is that the credible commitment theory focuses on the immediate conflict
actors and their commitment to the peace agreement they have signed. As already explained
above, the causal mechanisms of power-sharing between government and societal groups can
be very different.11 Also, we do not collect data on power-sharing deals between non-state
actors in areas of a country ‘liberated’ from the central government. While such arrange-
ments are undoubtedly an important element of contemporary post-conflict situations,
power-sharing between non-state actors is out of the conceptual scope of the present data
collection and its focus on power-sharing arrangements at the national level. Moreover, col-
lecting such data constitutes a formidable challenge owing to the inaccessibility of these
areas.
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Finally, our dataset does not contain information on informal means of power-sharing
between government and rebels in post-conflict countries. This omission can be explained by
the data sources used for coding. While the EIU reports capture the central patterns and
dynamics of power-sharing between government and rebels in post-conflict countries, their
reporting is limited when it comes to informal means of power-sharing between former con-
flict actors. For example, we were unable to find information on verbal agreements between
government and rebel representatives defining the size and powers of particular cabinet
portfolios or the actual procedures for rebel–military integration. The PSED is therefore not
suited to being a data source for analyses focusing on these aspects of power-sharing in
post-conflict countries.

The data

Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for a set of variables that characterize post-conflict
periods, both at the global level and disaggregated by world regions. Overall, there are 111
distinct post-conflict government–rebel dyads.12 Forty-five of these government–rebel dyads
were part of a peace agreement that encompassed more than one dyad. Fifty-five out of the
111 government–rebel dyads experienced a civil conflict recurrence within five years. All
dyads related to multiple signatories and those that experienced a return to violence cluster
exclusively in Asia and Africa.

Dimensions of power-sharing

Table 3 reports the variable descriptions of the promises of power-sharing, as well as the fre-
quency of their occurrence. As already mentioned above, these variables are time-invariant
as the promises of power-sharing for each government–rebel dyad are based on the initial
peace agreement between this dyad and are assumed to not change over time. The frequency
and percentage columns in Table 3 are consequently based on a totalN of 111 (i.e. the overall
number of government–rebel dyads in the PSED). In Table 4 we report the variable descrip-
tions of the practices of power-sharing and the frequency of their occurrence. Overall, we
record 548 distinct power-sharing events in our observation period.

The category ‘promises of political power-sharing’ focuses on the executive and legislative
realm of national power. We recorded when governments promised the rebel group signatory
to the peace agreement seats in the national government cabinet and when the government
promised particular senior and/or non-senior cabinet positions.13 We also recorded when the
rebel group signatory was promised guaranteed seats in the national parliament. Table 3
reveals that, in almost half of all government–rebel dyads in the PSED, the rebels were prom-
ised a seat in the cabinet (45%). More specific promises about particular senior (12%) and/
or non-senior (26%) seats were significantly less frequent. Likewise, rebels were only

Table 2. Descriptive statistics on post-conflict periods

World Europe Asia Africa Americas

Frequency 111 9 31 66 5
Civil conflict recurrence 55 0 22 33 0
Multiple signatories 45 0 17 28 0
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promised guaranteed seats in the national parliament in roughly 12% of all government–
rebel dyads in our data collection. Turning to the actual practices of power-sharing, one can
see that political power-sharing is the most frequent form of power-sharing in our observa-
tion (see Table 4). Almost 45% of all observed power-sharing events were events in which
rebel representatives took over senior or non-senior cabinet positions or were given guaran-
teed seats in the national parliament. Importantly, however, rebels were primarily given
political power in the form of non-senior cabinet positions. Events in which rebels moved
into positions of political power happened about twice as often as events in which rebels left
these positions, as we did not code rebel departures that were due to the recurrence of armed
combat between government and rebels.

The case of the 2006 Comprehensive Peace Agreement in Nepal serves as an illustrative
example for the detailed information on political power-sharing included in the PSED. As
promised herein, the rebel Communist Party of Nepal (CPN-M) took over cabinet seats in
the interim government in Kathmandu. Over the course of the post-conflict period, the rebels
occupied a number of different cabinet positions and our data provides us with details on the
particular posts. With this information, one can see that these cabinet positions had a high
strategic importance for the rebels. The CPN-M representatives took over the Ministry of
Local Development and the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. Both ministries are
connected with the main conflict issues: the importance of local land distribution and hori-
zontal inequalities between regions (Murshed and Gates, 2005). Furthermore, the rebels took
over the Information and Communication Ministry—which was crucial for the upcoming
elections as it guaranteed the rebels direct access to the state-owned radio and television sta-
tions, as well as to two national newspapers.

The promise of military power-sharing category captures if a rebel signatory to a peace
agreement was promised that high-ranking rebel officers would be integrated into the
national army command. Furthermore, we coded whether the rebel signatory was promised
the integration of its fighters into the national army, police or paramilitary forces.
Regarding the former, our data reveals that high-level military integration was only prom-
ised in 9% of all government–rebel dyads in our dataset. Rebel–military integration, how-
ever, was promised to 46 of the 111 rebel groups under analysis (41%). This is the second
most frequent promise of power-sharing (see Table 3). Examining the actual practices of

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for promises of power-sharing

Variable description Frequency Percentage

The rebel group signatory is promised .
. cabinet position(s) 50 45.05
. senior cabinet position(s) 13 11.71
. non-senior cabinet position(s) 29 26.13
. guaranteed seats in the national parliament 13 11.71
. integration into the national army command 10 9.01
. integration of rebel forces into the national army, police
and/or paramilitary forces

46 41.44

. seat(s) in economic institutions 11 9.91

. a law or government that will introduce devolution 26 23.42

. a law or government that will introduce autonomy 11 9.91
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military power-sharing, one can see that there were only 23 occurrences of rebel–military
command integration and only 113 occurrences of rank and file military integration.
Overall, military power-sharing events only comprised 25% of all recorded events in our
data collection (see Table 4). Rebel–military command integration as well as rank and file
integration took place primarily in conflicts where the rebel forces were militarily strong in
relation to government forces, as in the case of the Angolan UNITA or the rebel groups in
the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Promises of economic power-sharing between government and rebels in a peace agree-
ment were operationalized as the announced inclusion of rebel representatives in state-
owned companies and in commissions regulating certain natural resources or sectors of the
country’s economy. Table 3 reports that such promises were only given in 11 of the 111
government–rebel dyads. Our event data then captures the time when economic power-
sharing began and when it ended. We found such economic power-sharing only to have
existed in seven government–rebel dyads in six countries (see Table 4). Arrangements
between the Liberian government and the rebel groups Liberians United for Reconciliation
and Democracy (LURD) and Movement for Democracy in Liberia (MODEL), and the
Burundian government and the rebel movement Forces for the Defense of Democracy
(CNDD-FDD), make up 12 of the 18 events in the PSED. In light of this, economic power-
sharing—per our understanding of it—is a rather infrequent event.

Our data collection distinguishes between two territorial power-sharing dimensions: devo-
lution and autonomy.14 Devolution is the granting of political, financial or administrative
powers from the central government to authorities at the subnational level. Autonomy cov-
ers when an entity in an area of a country has a substantial degree of political autonomy or
freedom from the central government of the state. There are 26 (23%) promises of territorial
devolution and 11 (10%) promises of autonomy in our data (see Table 3). Implementation
of territorial power-sharing was only coded if a new territorial structure was adopted by law.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for practices of power-sharing

Variable description Frequency Percentage

Rebel representative(s) .
. take over a senior cabinet position 71 12.96
. leave a senior cabinet position 30 5.47
. take over a non-senior cabinet position 162 29.56
. leaves a non-senior cabinet position 95 17.34
. take over guaranteed seats in the national parliament 11 2.01
. leave guaranteed seats in the national assembly 8 1.46
. are integrated into the national army command 23 4.20
. leave the national army command 2 0.36
. are integrated into the national army, police and/or
paramilitary forces

113 20.62

. take over seats in economic institutions 12 2.19

. lose seats in economic institutions 4 0.73
A law or government decree .
. is passed that introduces devolution 9 1.64
. is abolished that introduced devolution 0 0
. is passed that introduces autonomy 8 1.46
. is abolished that introduced autonomy 0 0
Total 548 100
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This coding rule has the advantage of including only cases wherein a credible commitment
was made regarding a new territorial structure. Table 4 reports that there were nine cases of
implemented devolution agreements and eight instances of implemented autonomy agree-
ments. These implemented territorial power-sharing agreements were located in Angola,
Bangladesh, Bosnia–Herzegovina, Comoros, Croatia, Georgia, Indonesia, Macedonia, Mali,
Moldova, Papua–New Guinea, Philippines, Serbia, Sudan and the UK. Our data also indi-
cates that, once a law had been adopted, territorial power-sharing would not be abolished
during the post-conflict phase.

Furthermore, the PSED includes information on promises and practices that are not
related directly to power-sharing but nevertheless important for analyzing it. We recorded
when an electoral system with proportional representation elements was promised in the
peace agreement and eventually introduced or abolished by the national parliament, the
promise and eventual date of all national-level elections and referenda, and the promise and
eventual introduction of new constitutions and/or important constitutional amendments.
Finally, we recorded when government and rebels left important issues in the peace agree-
ments unresolved and when they agreed on a post-conflict settlement modifying or extend-
ing the terms of the original peace accord. Table 5 shows the frequency distribution of these
variables.

Regional and temporal patterns of power-sharing

Lastly, we discuss the regional and temporal distribution of the practices of power-sharing.
Figure 1 reports the respective percentages of rebel events falling into political, military, eco-
nomic or territorial power-sharing dimensions across world regions. One can see that the vast
majority of power-sharing occurred in Africa. Seventy percent of all political, 80% of all mil-
itary and 90% of the economic power-sharing events took place in African post-conflict peri-
ods. Only territorial power-sharing (30%) was a relatively infrequent occurrence in this
world region. Even when one considers that more than half of all post-conflict periods were
located in Africa, these numbers still signify that power-sharing in this world region repre-
sented a disproportionally high share of all global events. In contrast, power-sharing in
Europe was primarily dominated by territorial arrangements. Almost 50% of all territorial
power-sharing events occurred in this world region. Power-sharing in Asian post-conflict

Table 5. Descriptive statistics for post-conflict promises and practices unrelated to power-sharing

Promises Practices
Variable description frequency frequency

A law or government decree .
. is promised/passed that introduces proportional representation 8 19
. is abolished that introduced proportional representation — 2
National elections are promised/taking place 56 130
A referendum is promised/taking place 12 26
A new constitution is promised/enacted 32 36
Government–rebel dyad leaves important issues unresolved/negotiates a
subsequent agreement

73 40
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countries was characterized by political and territorial arrangements (both slightly above
20%), whereas military and economic power-sharing events were both below 10% in this
world region. Finally, one rarely sees power-sharing events for the post-conflict periods of
the Americas. The regional distribution of power-sharing shows that this conflict resolution
tool was primarily used in the aftermath of civil conflicts occurring on the African continent.

Turning to the temporal distribution of power-sharing events, Figure 2 shows the respec-
tive percentages of events falling into political, military, economic or territorial power-
sharing dimensions for each of the five post-conflict years. It is remarkable that the vast
majority of all power-sharing events cluster in the first year after a peace agreement was
signed. Up to 60% of power-sharing events in the political, economic and territorial dimen-
sions occurred in the first year of the post-conflict period under analysis. Military power-
sharing occurred less frequently in the first year, but still accounts for about 45% of all such
events.

While we still see about 20% of all political power-sharing events in the second post-
conflict year, these were relatively infrequent in the remainder of the post-conflict period. In
contrast, military power-sharing was slightly more evenly distributed over time. In the sec-
ond year, almost 30% of these events occurred, with about 10% taking place in the third
and fourth years respectively. As economic and territorial power-sharing events occur rela-
tively infrequently in the PSED, an interpretation of their temporal distribution is liable to
be less meaningful. Nonetheless, it is worth pointing out that more than 30% of all economic
power-sharing events occurred in the third post-conflict year and that territorial power-
sharing events were the most frequent events to occur in the fifth post-conflict year. Given
the overall dominance of political and military power-sharing, it appears that power-sharing
is primarily a phenomenon of the first two years of the post-conflict period.

Figure 1. Respective percentages of power-sharing events in the political, military, economic and
territorial dimensions across world regions.
Note: Only events marking the beginning of power-sharing arrangements are included.
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However, the PSED shows that the implementation of peace agreements is not straight-
forward. There can be substantial temporal variation in the establishment of power-sharing
practices over time. The PSED data on the implementation of the 2005 Pretoria Agreement
between the Ivorian government and the rebel New Forces illustrates this perfectly. In the
Pretoria Agreement, the Ivorian government and the New Forces agreed upon, among other
things, a government of national unity and rebel–military integration. Figure 3 shows the
temporal sequence of these power-sharing events in the five years following the signature of
the settlement. It took both parties eight months until a government of national unity was
actually established, with representatives of the New Forces not occupying any senior cabinet
positions in it. The peace process was repeatedly interrupted by disputes over the (in)ade-
quate representation of rebels in the government and the military power-sharing arrange-
ments established. In the end, it took two years until rebel leader Guillaume Soro officially
became Prime Minister by the decree of President Gbagbo. At this point, rebel officers took
over positions in the national army command and rebel fighters were integrated into army
units.

Using the data

The three main features of the PSED are its consistent focus on the government–rebel dyad
as the central level of analysis, the exact temporal mapping of the practices of power-sharing
and accompanying detailed descriptions of each of these power-sharing practices. These fea-
tures allow a more focused and disaggregated analysis of power-sharing in post-conflict
countries than is possible with already existing data collections on this phenomenon. In this
section, we will illustrate the utility of these improvements with a statistical analysis of the
effects of the promises of power-sharing and their actual implementation in the post-conflict

Figure 2. Respective percentages of power-sharing events in the political, military, economic and
territorial dimensions across time.
Note: Only events marking the beginning of power-sharing arrangements are included.
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period on the probability that civil conflict recurs. The results of our statistical analysis cast
new light on past studies on power-sharing in post-conflict countries and point to new direc-
tions for future research.

Promises of power-sharing and their eventual implementation

One of the few systematic studies making a conceptual and empirical difference between the
effect of the promises of power-sharing and the implementation of these promises on civil
conflict recurrence is Jarstad and Nilsson’s (2008) analysis on power-sharing pacts. Based
on bargaining theory, they argue that the giving and implementation of promises of power-
sharing serves as a costly signal building much needed trust between the former conflict
parties. They find empirical evidence supportive of their hypothesized relationship with a
statistical analysis employing data on political, military and territorial power-sharing provi-
sions and whether these provisions have been implemented at the end of a five-year period.
In particular, they find that implementing costly military and territorial provisions increases
the likelihood of peace, while the less costly implementation of political power-sharing pacts
does not increase the prospects of peace.

In the following empirical application of the PSED, we follow Jarstad and Nilsson’s
(2008) theoretical framework. We hypothesize that promises of power-sharing and—even
more so—their eventual implementation serve as costly signals to each conflict party that the
intention to resolve the civil conflict is a credible commitment. We also follow their assump-
tion that different types of power-sharing arrangements might be more suitable to achieve
this objective than others. We think, however, that Jarstad and Nilsson’s research design is
insufficient to substantiate their central hypothesis. To begin with, their analysis uses the
aggregate peace agreement level as a unit of analysis. This conceptual focus on peace agree-
ments at a whole is insufficient to test the very clearly actor-focused propositions of bargain-
ing theory. Second, Jarstad and Nilsson’s data collection merely looks at the implementation
status of these power-sharing provisions at the end of a five-year period, thereby disregard-
ing the temporal sequence of power-sharing implementation. With the PSED, we are able to

Figure 3. Post-conflict events in Côte d’Ivoire, 2005–2010.
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address these conceptual and empirical gaps in Jarstad and Nilsson’s study. Our new data
collection allows an empirical test of the actor-specific and time-sensitive propositions of the
bargaining situation between government and rebels in post-conflict situations.

Operationalization

Our empirical application of the PSED uses the government–rebel dyad in a given post-
conflict month as unit of analysis. The dependent variable is a binary variable taking the
value of 1 if armed violence between the government and the rebel group recurs and causes
25 or more battle-related deaths.

Mirroring the empirical analysis of Jarstad and Nilsson (2008), we use two sets of explana-
tory variables. First, we have four binary variables capturing whether a rebel group has been
given promises of power-sharing in the political, military, economic and territorial dimension
of power. For each dimension, the binary variable takes the value of 1 when the government
has promised the rebel group that at least one particular power-sharing institution in the
respective dimension will be established. These variables are time-invariant. Second, we have
four binary variables capturing whether the initial promises of power-sharing have been kept.
For each dimension of power, the binary variable takes the value of 1 when power-sharing in
a particular dimension of power has been promised and the first practice of power-sharing in
this dimension is established. It remains 1 as long as this implemented power-sharing institu-
tion is active.

In terms of control variables, we include those variables most commonly used in past
research on post-conflict power-sharing and civil conflict recurrence while keeping our mod-
els as parsimonious as possible (e.g. Hartzell and Hoddie, 2003; Jarstad and Nilsson, 2008;
Mattes and Savun, 2009). First, we include three variables controlling for the characteristics
of the civil conflict resolved by the peace agreement. We include a binary variable assuming
the value of 1 when a civil conflict has been fought over a particular territory within a coun-
try and the value of 0 when the civil conflict has been fought over control of national gov-
ernment. Territorial conflicts are assumed to be less likely to experience renewed conflict as
such localized conflicts are easier to pacify with power-sharing concessions than conflicts
fought over control of the entire state government. We also control for the length of the civil
conflict measured from the day the civil conflict between the government of a state and a
rebel group reached more than 25 battle-related deaths in a calendar year. Long-lasting con-
flicts might result in substantial war weariness, decreasing the probability of a civil conflict
recurrence. Next, we include a binary variable taking the value of 1 when the civil conflict
dyad between government forces and the rebel group includes at least one calendar year with
more than 1000 battle-related deaths. Here, we expect that more intense conflicts harden the
frontlines between the conflict parties, resulting in more protracted post-conflict situations.
The data for these variables has been taken from the UCDP Dyadic Dataset (Harbom et al.,
2008).

Turning to the configuration of the post-conflict setting under analysis, we first control
for the presence of a United Nations peacekeeping mission. We expect that the presence of
UN peacekeepers will function as third-party guarantor, thereby reducing the probability of
renewed civil conflict. We include a binary variable taking the value of 1 when there is a
United Nations Peacekeeping Operation in the post-conflict country under analysis (Hegre
et al., 2011).15 Finally, we utilize the PSED itself to construct a binary variable taking the
value of 1 when there is more than one government–rebel dyad in the post-conflict period to
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control for peace agreements with multiple rebel group signatories and 0 otherwise. We
expect multiparty peace agreements to be rather unstable and therefore more prone to con-
flict relapses.

Admittedly, there are a number of additional factors that could have been used as addi-
tional control variables such as, for example, the economic development of the country under
analysis, its regime type, the presence of natural resources or rebel group characteristics. For
the present purpose of illustrating the benefit of the PSED, however, we opted for a parsimo-
nious model. Future analyses of post-conflict power-sharing using the PSED will make use
of more refined models.

Empirical findings

For our statistical analysis, we structure our monthly data on the promises and implementa-
tion of post-conflict power-sharing and civil conflict recurrence into a binary time-series
cross section data format (Beck et al., 1998). We consequently use a logistic regression model
with robust standard errors clustered on the government–rebel dyad to account for hetero-
skedasticity and serial correlation.16 We also include the number of post-conflict months
and its squared and cubed terms to approximate the hazard of peace failing since the signa-
ture of the peace agreement (Carter and Signorino, 2010).

Following Jarstad and Nilsson (2008), we estimate three models with the same combina-
tions of explanatory variables. The statistical results are reported in Table 6. To begin with,
we find that the variables accounting for time dependency are statistically insignificant in all
estimated models. Regarding the control variables, only two of these variables have statisti-
cally significant coefficients. We find that more intense civil conflicts and the presence of
multiple rebel signatories to the peace agreement increase the likelihood of renewed civil
conflict. While being statistically insignificant, the signs of the coefficients of the remaining
variables nevertheless behave as expected. Given the restricted space available for this first
empirical application of the PSED, we refrain from further discussion of these control vari-
ables. We hope to shed further light on the impact of these and other context conditions on
civil conflict recurrence in future analyses using the PSED.

Turning to explanatory variables, we only estimate the effect of the promises of power-
sharing on civil conflict recurrence in model 1. As Jarstad and Nilsson, we find the coeffi-
cient for the promises of political power-sharing to increase the likelihood of renewed civil
conflict. As in their regression, however, the coefficient is statistically insignificant. Our esti-
mate for promises of territorial power-sharing decreases this risk and is statistically signifi-
cant. In contrast to Jarstad and Nilsson’s study, however, our analysis returns statistically
significant effects for promises of military and economic power-sharing. Both promises of
power-sharing reduce the likelihood of civil conflict recurrence. Using the PSED, our results
therefore provide additional empirical support for Jarstad and Nilsson’s (2008) claim that
power-sharing promises that entail substantial costs for both conflict parties reduce the like-
lihood of renewed armed conflict.

In model 2, we replace the promises of power-sharing with our indicators measuring the
existence of implemented promises of power-sharing. Here, our results differ substantially
from Jarstad and Nilsson’s results. While they find implemented promises of military and
territorial power-sharing to be statistically significant predictors of a reduced likelihood of
renewed conflict, we only find the implemented promises of military power-sharing to
achieve this objective. The variable measuring implemented promises of territorial power-
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sharing perfectly predicts the outcome of no civil conflict recurrence. This result might indi-
cate that territorial power-sharing is actually only implemented when the risk of renewed
civil conflict has already vanished. In model 2, the actor-centric PSED data therefore reveals
that costly signals given by the implementation of power-sharing deals in the military realm
are the sole predictor of a reduced likelihood of civil conflicts.

In our final model we assess the impact of power-sharing implementation on civil conflict
recurrence while controlling for the promises of power-sharing given at the outset of the post-
conflict period. Regarding the promises of power-sharing, model 3 features no substantial dif-
ferences to the previous model. We only find that the coefficient capturing the promises of
political power-sharing is now statistically significant. This supports Jarstad and Nilsson’s
(2008) assertion that promises of political power-sharing do not constitute a costly signal. As
a matter of fact, it even appears that such promises might exacerbate the conflict between

Table 6. Promises and implementation of power-sharing and the recurrence of civil conflicts

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Promise of political power-sharing 0.302 0.933**
(0.393) (0.429)

Promise of military power-sharing 20.858** 20.939**
(0.414) (0.427)

Promise of economic power-sharing 22.124* 214.627***
(1.120) (0.864)

Promise of territorial power-sharing 21.190** 21.029*
(0.568) (0.552)

Implemented promise of political power-sharing 20.412 21.267***
(0.336) (0.330)

Implemented promise of military power-sharing 22.063* 20.512
(1.061) (0.989)

Implemented promise of economic power-sharing 20.784 14.206***
(1.231) (1.460)

Implemented promise of territorial power-sharing (.) (.)

Conflict incompatibility 20.525 20.650 20.308
(0.642) (0.537) (0.594)

Conflict duration 20.000 20.000 20.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Conflict intensity 1.137*** 0.945*** 1.189***
(0.330) (0.330) (0.342)

UN peacekeeping 20.102 20.364 20.276
(0.370) (0.361) (0.415)

Multiple rebel signatories to the peace agreement 0.716* 0.983*** 0.725*
(0.377) (0.348) (0.390)

Number of post-conflict months 20.050 20.034 20.011
(0.072) (0.074) (0.066)

Post-conflict months polynomials Omitted Omitted Omitted
Constant Omitted Omitted Omitted
Observations 3821 3236 3236
Log-likelihood 2213.496 2224.265 2206.157

Robust standard errors clustered on government–rebel dyads in parentheses.

*p \ 0.10, **p \ 0.05, ***p \ 0.01.
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government and rebels. This might be due to the government being uneasy with such political
concessions or to the rebels now expecting even more concessions. As in model 2, we find that
the implementation of territorial power-sharing perfectly predicts the outcome of a post-
conflict period. More interestingly, we find that—once we control for the promises of power-
sharing—the implementation of military power-sharing is not relevant anymore. The coeffi-
cient still points in the hypothesized direction, but the coefficient is now statistically insignifi-
cant. Instead, we find implemented promises of political and economic power-sharing to
exert a statistically significant negative effect on the risk of renewed conflict. This an impor-
tant deviation from Jarstad and Nilsson’s (2008) findings. First, it appears that the promises
of power-sharing and their subsequent implementation follow different bargaining logics.
Moreover, it appears that the impact of power-sharing implementation on civil conflict recur-
rence partly depends on the nature of the initial promises given to the rebel group.

Taken together, this first preliminary analysis using our unique PSED already provides
us with important new insights into post-conflict power-sharing. The different impact of
promises of power-sharing and their eventual implementation on the risk of civil conflict
recurrence indicate different underlying bargaining logics. Apparently, mere promise seems
to be sufficient to keep the peace. When it comes to the actual implementation of these pro-
mises, however, political and economic posts are more important than military or territorial
concessions. The different findings regarding our actor-centric measures of political, mili-
tary, economic and territorial promises and their implementation also imply that political
and economic posts are more important than keeping true to the initial promises. Against
this background, future analyses of post-conflict power-sharing need to pay more attention
to the actual bargaining logic driving government and rebels’ behavior and possible interac-
tive effects between promises of power-sharing and their implementation.

Conclusion

This article introduced the Power-Sharing Event Dataset, which offers researchers unique
and innovative data on the promises and practices of power-sharing between government
and rebels in 41 post-conflict countries. The central contributions of this new data collection
are an explicit focus on government–rebel dyads in post-conflict situations, information on
power-sharing institutions in an event data format, and the detailed event descriptions pro-
vided for each type of these power-sharing institutions. With this data, it is now possible to
move beyond the analysis of the mere provisions for power-sharing stipulated in peace agree-
ments and investigate instead actual power-sharing events occurring during the five years
after the end of civil conflict. Moreover, our data collection can be easily combined with
already existing datasets on political violence, institutions and actors, which further opens
up the analysis of the characteristics and dynamics of post-conflict situations.

Our preliminary analysis of the effect of promises of power-sharing and their implementa-
tion on civil conflict recurrence demonstrates the utility of the PSED in gaining new insights
on post-conflict situations. Admittedly, this analysis only touched the surface of understand-
ing the dynamics of government–rebel interactions in the aftermath of a peace agreement.
We have demonstrated, however, that in-depth analyses of the promises and practices of
power-sharing arrangements between governments and rebels are essential to better under-
stand if and when civil conflict recurs. As researchers and practitioners alike are increasingly
focusing on these determinants of peace in post-conflict countries, we hope that the PSED
will contribute to a better understanding of these situations.
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Notes

1. The dataset, codebook and replication data for this data feature are available on the website
of the GIGA German Institute for Global and Area Studies (http://www.giga-hamburg.de/en/
project/PSED).

2. Our definition of ‘civil conflict’ is taken from the definitions and operationalizations of the
Uppsala Conflict Data Program. We understand a civil conflict as any armed conflict between
the government of a state and internal oppositions groups that concerns government or territory
or both ‘where the use of armed force between two parties results in at least 25 battle-related
deaths’ (Gleditsch et al., 2002: 618f). We elaborate on the use of UCDP definitions in the third
section of this data feature.

3. Another dataset collecting information on the implementation of power-sharing agreements is the
Peace Accord Matrix (Joshi and Darby, 2013), which includes 51 provisions and their implemen-
tation status on a yearly basis in 35 negotiated settlements (1989–2007). This database, however,
is primarily of a qualitative nature.

4. We consulted UCDP data (Kreutz, 2010; Sundberg and Melander, 2013; Uppsala Conflict Data
Program, 2013) and the Armed Conflict and Location Event Dataset (Raleigh et al., 2010) to
determine whether armed conflict between the signatories to a peace agreement recurred earlier.

5. Examples include the Social Conflict in Africa Database (Salehyan et al., 2012) and the Non-State
Actor Dataset (Cunningham et al., 2013).

6. Scholars have the option to just analyze a subset of high-intensity civil conflicts using the conflict
intensity variable present in each UCDP dataset. With this variable, one can distinguish those con-

flict periods that have never crossed the 1000 battle-related deaths threshold during the course of
the entire civil conflict from those conflicts that have crossed this threshold.

7. While we exclude these arrangements and institutions from our definition of power-sharing, we
nevertheless collect data on some of their promises and practices. As explained in the following
data presentation, the PSED also provides data on proportional representation, national elections
and referenda and new constitutions.

8. We would like to thank one of our anonymous reviewers for emphasizing the importance of
clearly differentiating between the promises and practices of power-sharing.

9. We also provide a version of the PSED using the peace agreement in the post-conflict period as
the unit of analysis. This dataset aggregates the government–rebel dyads of each peace agreement
and captures power-sharing between the government of a state and all rebel signatories to the
peace agreement under analysis. This PSED version can also be found on the GIGA German
Institute for Global and Area Studies website (http://www.giga-hamburg.de/en/project/PSED).

10. As we will explain in the subsequent section, the PSED also captures when a government–rebel
dyad negotiates a follow-up agreement during the post-conflict period. Very often, these post-
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conflict agreements specify or modify arrangements that have been outlined in the initial peace
agreement.

11. Nevertheless, the PSED collects data on some of these power-sharing arrangements, such as, for
example, the introduction of proportional representation (for details please see below). To account
for power-sharing arrangements on a constitutional level, the data collection can be also easily be
merged with datasets on countries’ constitutional design, such as, for example, the Institutions
and Elections Project (Regan et al., 2009).

12. According to the UCDP Conflict Termination Dataset (Kreutz, 2010), 192 government–rebel
dyads ended without the conflict parties having signed a peace agreement or ceasefire agreement
between 1989 and 2006. That is, the 111 government–rebel dyads in PSED represent about a third
of all government–rebel dyads ending between 1989 and 2006.

13. The following cabinet positions and ministries were coded as being ‘senior’: President, Vice

President, Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Minister, Foreign Affairs, Defense, Interior, Justice,
Finance, Economy and Resources.

14. Territorial power-sharing could not be completely captured with our actor-centric focus, as it
addresses geographically concentrated ethnic groups. However, if we had just coded those
instances in which particular rebel groups were promised or gained control over a particular terri-
tory then the promise and practice of territorial power-sharing in post-conflict countries would
have been underestimated. Therefore, we already coded territorial power-sharing when it referred
to the relations between the national government and a particular territorial entity represented by
the rebel group signatory. In fact, rebel signatories eventually take over control of these territories
anyway.

15. We thank Håvard Hegre, Lisa Hultman and Håvard Mokleiv Nygård for granting us access to
their UN peacekeeping data. We extended their data collection up to 2011.

16. Beck et al. (1998: 1266) explain that binary time-series cross section (BTSCS) data are identical to
grouped duration data and that BTSCS models are derived ‘from an underlying continuous time
Cox proportional hazards model’. Moreover, they also state that a BTSCS model is ‘easier to esti-
mate and does not suffer from some problems inherent in the continuous time model’ (Beck et al.,
1998: 1266). Against this background, we decided to use a BTSCS model for this first empirical
application of the PSED.
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